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Markets close flat for second consecutive week, 
are they making an intermediate top?  
Dear Readers,  

A very good morning.  

Last week was quite eventful in the sense that the markets made fresh 
new highs but also closed lower on weekly basis. It was the second 
consecutive week for markets to close flat to negative. There could be 
two reasons for this. First, the markets are taking a pause after a long 
rally for five weeks and may resume the trend upwards. Second, they 
are tired and are seriously looking to retrace. In both the cases, 
Markets are showing a sign of an intermediate top being made and a 
possible retracement to crucial supports.   

Fed officials announced a $10 billion cut in monthly bond buying to $55 
billion and raised the possibility of an earlier than anticipated increase 
in interest rates last week. This led to profit booking in most of the blue 
chips that had appreciated in the last couple of weeks. However, at the 
same time Goldman Sachs has upgraded Indian shares to “overweight” 
from “market weight” and raised its target on the Nifty to 7,600, citing 
lower external vulnerabilities, and chances of gains ahead of general 
elections. 

The Sensex fell 56 points or 0.26% to 21,753 while the Nifty slipped 11 
points or 0.17% to 6,493. Bank stocks were mostly higher as data 
released last week showed that inflation based on both the CPI and the 
WPI eased last month. Bigger news was that of the Axis bank stake 
sale. Indian Government raised 55.6 billion rupees ($912 million) from 
the sale of a 9 percent stake in Axis Bank, helping Finance Minister 
Chidambaram surpass his $3.1 billion asset sale target for this fiscal 
year. The government priced 42.2 million Axis Bank shares at 1,315.  

Currency Update: The Indian rupee rose the most in two weeks on 
Friday to gain 0.5 percent for the week on the back of strong foreign 
flows into domestic markets. Foreign funds have poured in $3.8 billion 
in domestic equities and bonds in March, sending indexes to record 
highs. Good funds flows and domestic data have helped the rupee 
gain. We expect the currency to show further strength towards 60 to 
the dollar. The rupee closed at 60.895/905 per dollar, stronger than 
Thursday's close of 61.34/35, scoring a third weekly gain. It gained 0.7 
percent in the session, its biggest daily gain since March 6.  

In the week ahead, the markets are likely to remain volatile on account 
of the expiry of the current F&O series. The traders will roll over 
positions to the next series. FIIs and their investments in the Indian 
stock markets will be very crucial in this week given the background 
that the Fed has decreased the bond purchases and anticipated rise in 
the US interest rates. The Fed will meet next on 29-30 April to 
undertake monetary policy review. The Reserve Bank of India will 
announce the First Bi-monthly Monetary Policy Statement, on 1 April 
2014. On the global markets front, HSBC Holdings Plc and Market 
Economics' gauge of Chinese manufacturing will be released on 
Monday, 24 March 2014. Also India's top court will hear appeal to ban 
iron ore mining in Odisha state on Monday and Supreme Court will hear 
Reliance gas pricing petition on Thursday.  

 Domestic Markets 

 Index Last Previous % Change 

 SENSEX 21755 21809 -0.25% 

 NIFTY 6494 6504 -0.15% 

 CNX MIDCAP 8176 8054 1.49% 

 CNX 500 5037 5011 0.52% 

 BSE SMALL CAP 6831 6627 2.99% 

  

 Global Markets 

 Index Last Previous % Change 

 DOW JONES 16302 16065 1.45% 

 NASDAQ 4276 4245 0.72% 

 S & P 500 1866 1841 1.34% 

 HANG SENG 21436 21470 -0.16% 

 FTSE 100 6557 6527 0.46% 

  

 Currency Update 

 Index Last Previous % Change 

 USD INR 61.0650 61.5170 -0.74% 

 EUR INR 84.2200 85.2265 -1.20% 

 JPY INR 59.7375 60.5700 -1.39% 

 GBP INR 100.7900 102.2166 -1.42% 

  

 Commodity Update 

 Commodity Last Previous % Change 

 GOLD (MCX) 29751 30595 -2.84% 

 SILVER (MCX) 44992 47084 -4.65% 

 CRUDE (MCX) 6085 6051 0.56% 
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CNX Auto (5542.40) Bias: Neutral to Positive   

  Auto index closed flat as the market was indecisive last week. Most of the 
big Auto stock fared badly. The M&M and Tata Motors were big 
underperformers. Bajaj Auto ended flat. But Apollo Tyres, which was 
recommended last week, was the highlight of the week; it ended almost 
10% up. We are still positive on the Auto index and recommend remaining 
long. 

Pick in the Auto Index:  Maruti (1868.50): Maruti was one of the best 
performing Auto stock last week, it ended almost 8% up. We feel it should 
test its all-time highs of 1900+ this week too. Buy at CMP for a target of 
1990. However, a close below 1815 may require a review. 

Outperforming Stocks: Apollo Tyres, Maruti. 

Underperforming Stocks: Tata Motors, M&M, Hero Motocorp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Bank Nifty (12090) Bias: Positive.   

  The index closed almost flat last week. The banking stocks, as usual, have 
been in the demand for so many weeks now. The inflation data has given a 
hope that the RBI may not increase interest rates in the upcoming meeting 
on 1st April. We are positive on the index and recommend remaining a buyer. 

Pick in the Bank Index:  PNB (642.05): This stock has closed about 2.5% up 
on weekly basis. On the daily charts, it is showing a bullish pattern. We are 
positive on the stock with a week’s perspective in mind. Buy at CMP for a 
target of 675+. A close below 630 may change the chart pattern and it will 
have to be reworked. 

Outperforming Stocks: Axis Bank, Bank of Baroda.  

Underperforming Stocks: ICICI Bank. HDFC Bank, Indusind Bank. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

CNX Pharma (7787.10) Bias: Neutral to Negative.   

  The index has been underperforming in the last few weeks as expected. 
Majorly of the stocks in the index underperformed. Pharmaceutical index 
was in the bullish mode for a long time. But last three week have been bad. 
We feel, the index might be in a profit booking mode. We are negative on 
the index in the short term. 

Pick in the Pharma Index: Glenmark (568.15): Glenmark is the only stock 
apart from cipla which has performed in the last week, the chart patterns 
are positive on the weekly basis. A close above 590 on weekly basis will 
confirm the retest of its yearly highs around 615. Buy at cmp for 600 this 
week. 

Outperforming Stocks: Cipla, Glennmark. 

Underperforming Stocks: Lupin, Ranbaxy, SUN Pharmaceuticals. 
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CNX Realty (175.95) Bias: Negative   

  The reality sector is time and again losing its sheen. It performed last couple 
of weeks but failed to continue the performance last week. We feel the 
sensitivity of the sector to interest rates has been affecting it negatively. We 
are negative on the index in the short term and recommend staying away 
from having too much exposure. 

Pick in the Realty Index:  HDIL (48.90): HDIL has been outperforming other 
stocks in the index. The stock is making a bullish pattern on the daily charts 
and it will be confirmed only after a close above 50. We recommend buying 
the stock only above 50 (closing level) for a target of 53.50 to 54 in a week’s 
time. 

Outperforming Stocks: HDIL.  

Underperforming Stocks: DLF, UNITECH. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

CNX IT (9370.75) Bias: Negative.   

  As expected, CNXIT has underperformed. It had majorly lost value in the 
previous week. It has continued to do badly last week too. The currency as 
well as problems with the global economy could be major issues with the IT 
companies. We feel the IT could be in profit booking mode and recommend 
staying away. 

Pick in the IT Index: Wipro (568.20): This is one of the few stocks in the IT 
pack which had takers. Wipro is looking good on the daily and weekly 
charts. It has probably made an intermediate bottom around 550 area and 
bouncing back. We recommend buying the stock at cmp for 595-600.  

Outperforming Stocks: Polaris, Wipro. 

Underperforming Stocks: INFY, TCS, Tech Mahindra, HCL Tech. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  Glenmark Pharma (568.15) 

Recommendation: BUY. Target: 600. Holding Period: One Week. 

Glenmark is the only stock apart from cipla which has performed in the last 
week, the chart patterns are positive on the weekly basis. A close above 
590 on weekly basis will confirm the retest of its yearly highs around 615. 
Buy at cmp for 600 this week. However a close below 545 may require a 
review. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Weekly Stock Recommendation 
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Time Country Impact Events Forecast Previous 

Monday, March 24 
07.15 CNY HIGH Chinese HSBC Manufacturing PMI 48.7 48.5 

Tuesday, March 25 
15.00 GBP MEDIUM BBA Mortgage Approvals 50.0K 50.0K 

15.00 GBP HIGH CPI (YoY) 1.7% 1.9% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM CPI (MoM) 0.5% -0.6% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM PPI Input (YoY) 0.3% -0.9% 

18.30 USD MEDIUM S&P/CS HPI Composite – 20 (YoY) 13.3% 13.4% 

19.30 USD HIGH CB Consumer Confidence 78.6 78.1 

19.30 USD MEDIUM New Home Sales (MoM) -4.9% 9.6% 

19.30 USD HIGH New Home Sales 445K 468K 

Wednesday, March 26 

04.30 USD MEDIUM FOMC Member Plosser Speaks   

11.30 USD MEDIUM FOMC Member Bullard Speaks   

18.00 GBP HIGH Core Durable Goods Orders (MoM) 0.3% 1.1% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM Durable Goods Orders (MoM) 1.0% -1.0% 

Thursday, March 27 

05.50 USD MEDIUM FOMC Member Bullard Speaks   

Tentative GBP MEDIUM Nationwide HPI (MoM) 0.8% 0.6% 

Tentative GBP MEDIUM Nationwide HPI (YoY) 9.6% 9.4% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM Core Retail Sales (MoM) 0.3% -1.5% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM Core Retail Sales (YoY) 2.8% 4.8% 

15.00 GBP HIGH Retail Sales (MoM) 0.5% -1.5% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM Retail Sales (YoY) 2.5% 4.3% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM FOMC Member Pianalto Speaks   

18.00 USD HIGH GDP (QoQ) 2.7% 2.4% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM GDP Price Index (QoQ) 1.6% 1.6% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM Initial Jobless Claims 325K 320K 

19.30 USD HIGH Pending Home Sales (MoM) 0.3% 0.1% 

Friday, March 28 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM Business Investments (QoQ) 2.4% 2.4% 

15.00 GBP MEDIUM Current Account -14.0B -20.7B 

15.00 GBP HIGH GDP (QoQ) 0.7% 0.7% 

15.00 GBP HIGH GDP (YoY) 2.7% 2.7% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM Core PCE Price Index (MoM) 0.1% 0.1% 

18.00 USD MEDIUM Personal Spending (MoM) 0.3% 0.4% 

19.25 USD MEDIUM Michigan Consumer Expectations 70.2 69.4 

19.25 USD MEDIUM Michigan Consumer Sentiment 80.5 79.9 

Economic Calendar 
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      Contact:                            _____________________________________________________________________ 
MoneyPlex Securities Pvt. Ltd.                                            

                                            4, Apollo house, 84, B. S. Marg, Fort, Mumbai – 400023 
                                            Tel: 91-22-61218001 / 91-22-61218099 
                                            Email: feedback@moneyplexindia.com  
 
 
DISCLAIMER: This is solely for information of clients of Money Plex Securities and does not construe to be an 
investment advice. It is also not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase and sale of any financial 
instruments. Any action taken by you on the basis of the information contained herein is your responsibility alone 
and Money Plex Securities its subsidiaries or its employees or associates will not be liable in any manner for the 
consequences of such action taken by you. We have exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and 
authenticity of the information contained in this recommendation, but Money Plex Securities or any of its 
subsidiaries or associates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may 
arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained in this recommendation or any action 
taken on basis of this information. 

Technical analysis studies market psychology, price patterns and volume levels. It is used to forecast future price 
and market movements. Technical analysis is complementary to fundamental analysis and news sources. The 
recommendations issued herewith might be contrary to recommendations issued by Money Plex Securities in the 
company research undertaken as the recommendations stated in this report is derived purely from technical 
analysis. Money Plex Securities has based this document on information obtained from sources it believes to be 
reliable but which it has not independently verified; Money Plex Securities makes no guarantee, representation or 
warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to its accuracy or completeness. The opinions contained 
within the report are based upon publicly available information at the time of publication and are subject to 
change without notice. The information and any disclosures provided herein are in summary form and have been 
prepared for informational purposes. The recommendations and suggested price levels are intended purely for 
trading purposes. The recommendations are valid for the day of the report however trading trends and volumes 
might vary substantially on an intraday basis and the recommendations may be subject to change. The 
information and any disclosures provided herein may be considered confidential. Any use, distribution, 
modification, copying, forwarding or disclosure by any person is strictly prohibited. The information and any 
disclosures provided herein do not constitute a solicitation or offer to purchase or sell any security or other 
financial product or instrument. The current performance may be unaudited. Past performance does not 
guarantee future returns. There can be no assurance that investments will achieve any targeted rates of return, 
and there is no guarantee against the loss of your entire investment. 

POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST DISCLOSURE (as on date of report) 

Disclosure of interest statement – Analyst interest of the stock /Instrument(s): - No.  Firm interest of the stock / 
Instrument (s): - No. 

Weekly Update newsletter provides insights and themes for Indian equity markets. We 
also try and cover international themes for the week. This newsletter covers the most 
preferred trading strategy for the week. 

In the Weekly Stock Recommendation section, we recommend a stock which is likely to 
move significantly in the short term, clearly defining the supports, resistances and bias for 
the stock. 

 


